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The Making of a Syrian Identity

2005-05-01

the book takes a close look at the origins and development of the syrian identity during the 18th and 19th centuries through the role of christian arab intellectuals
and merchants ottomans and american missionaries it examines its background stages of evolution and components

The Origins of Syrian Nationhood

2012-04-27

the syria idea emerged in the nineteenth century as a concept of national awakening superseding both arab nationalism and separatist currents looking at nationalist
movements ideas and individuals this book traces the origin and development of the idea of syrian nationhood from the perspective of some of its leading pioneers
providing a highly original comparative insight into the struggle for independence and sovereignty in post 1850 syria it addresses some of the most persistent
questions about the development of this nationalism chapters by eminent scholars from within and outside of the region offer a comprehensive study of individual
syrian writers and activists caught in a whirlwind of uncertainty competing ideologies foreign interference and political suppression a valuable addition to the
present scholarship on nationalism in the middle east this book will be of interest to many professionals as well as to scholars of history middle east studies and
political science

Identity and Foreign Policy in the Middle East

2002

shibley telhami and michael barnett together with experts on egypt iran iraq israel jordan and syria explore how the formation and transformation of national and
state identities affect the foreign policy behavior of middle eastern states

The Rise of the Early Christian Intellectual

2020-05-05

the study of the growth of early christian intellectual life is of perennial interest to scholars this volume advances discussion by exploring ways in which christian
writers in the second century did not so much draw on hellenistic intellectual traditions and models as they were inevitably embedded in those traditions the
volume contains papers from a seminar in rome in 2016 that explored the nature and activity of the emergent christian intellectual between the late first century
and the early third century the papers show that hellenistic scholarly cultures were the milieu within which christian modes of thinking developed at the same



time the essays show how christian thinkers made use of the cultures of which they were part in distinctive ways adapting existing traditions because of christian
beliefs and needs the figures studied include papias from the early part of the second century tatian irenaeus and clement of alexandria from the later second
century one paper on eusebius of caesarea explores the christian adaptation of hellenistic scholarly methods of commentary christian figures are studied in the light
of debates within classics and jewish studies

Gendering Culture in Greater Syria

2014-11-14

the nahda lit the awakening was one of the most significant cultural movements in modern arab history by focusing on the neglected role of women in the
intellectual islamic renaissance of the late ottoman period fruma zachs and sharon halevi provide a refreshingly interdisciplinary exploration of gender and culture
in the arab world focusing mainly on greater syria this book re examines the cultural by products of the nahda such as scientific debates journal articles essays short
stories and novels and provides a new framework for rethinking the dynamics of cultural and social change in what today we know as syria and lebanon the lasting
impact of the nahda is given an innovative and thoroughly unique interpretation providing an indispensable perspective to studying the nuanced roles of the
construction and development of gender ideologies in the nineteenth century middle east the authors explore contemporary ideas concerning modern gender roles
in the middle east and the extent to which these emerged in nineteenth century greater syria how were these ideas incorporated into daily lives consumer
patterns and cultural activities was class a determining factor in the creation of gender relations in the muslim world how were the subjectivities of gender
moulded and articulated in fictional and non fictional texts the authors delineate both the evolution of a discourse on gender as well the real life activities of men
and women as writers readers and participants in philanthropic and cultural societies literary salons and educational enterprises this book reemphasizes the position
of the nahda in the worlds of damascus aleppo and beirut as an innovative deeply influential and significant socio cultural and political movement in its own right
which played a major role in shaping modern arab culture worldviews and self perception zachs and halevi here provide a new framework for rethinking the
dynamics of cultural and social change and present a groundbreaking new interpretation of the cumulative impact of the nahda on gender perception in the late
ottoman period

The Contested Origins of the 1865 Arabic Bible

2015-11-09

the contested origins of the 1865 arabic bible examines the history of a translation begun by american missionaries within the changing social context of late ottoman
syria and utilized an international network of scholars working on textual manuscripts of the bible



Everyday Arab Identity

2013

this book examines arab identity in the contemporary middle east and explains why that identity has been maintained alongside state and religious identities over
the last 40 years

Quest for Democracy

2022-11-03

since the uprisings of 2010 and 2011 it has often been assumed that the politics of the arab speaking world is dominated and will continue to be dominated by
orthodox islamic thought and authoritarian politics challenging these assumptions line khatib explores the current liberal movement in the region examining its
activists and intellectuals their work and the strengths and weaknesses of the movement as a whole by investigating the underground and overlooked actors and
activists of liberal activism khatib problematizes the ways in which arab liberalism has been dismissed as an insignificant sociopolitical force or a mere reaction to
western formulations of liberal politics instead she demonstrates how arab liberalism is a homegrown phenomenon that has influenced the politics of the region
since the nineteenth century shedding new light on an understudied movement khatib provokes a re evaluation of the existing literature and offers new ways of
conceptualizing the future of liberalism and democracy in the modern arab world

Arab Liberal Thought after 1967

2016-04-29

this volume aims at confronting the image of the middle east as a region that is fraught with totalitarian ideologies authoritarianism and conflict it gives voice and
space to other more liberal and adaptive narratives and discourses that endorse the right to dissent question the status quo and offer alternative visions for society

Protestants, Gender and the Arab Renaissance in Late Ottoman Syria

2019-03-14

the ottoman syrians residents of modern syria and lebanon formed the first arabic speaking evangelical church in the region this book offers a fresh narrative of the
encounters of this minority protestant community with american missionaries eastern churches and muslims at the height of the nahda from 1860 to 1915 drawing
on rare arabic publications it challenges historiography that focuses on western male actors instead it shows that syrian protestant women and men were agents of
their own history who sought the salvation of syria while adapting and challenging missionary teachings these pioneers established a critical link between



evangelical religiosity and the socio cultural currents of the nahda making possible the literary and educational achievements of the american syrian mission and
transforming syrian society in ways that still endure today

The Clarion of Syria

2019-04-30

a free ebook version of this title is available through luminos university of california press s open access publishing program visit luminosoa org to learn more when
nafir suriyya the clarion of syria was penned between september 1860 and april 1861 its author butrus al bustani a major figure in the modern arabic renaissance
had witnessed his homeland undergo unprecedented violence in what many today consider lebanon s first civil war written during ottoman and european
investigations into the causes and culprits of the atrocities the clarion of syria is both a commentary on the politics of state intervention and social upheaval and a set
of visions for the future of syrian society in the wake of conflict this translation makes a key historical document accessible for the first time to an english audience
an introduction by the translators sketches the history that led up to the civil strife in mt lebanon outlines a brief biography of butrus al bustani and provides an
authoritative overview of the literary style and historiography of nafir suriyya rereading these pamphlets in the context of today s political violence in war torn
syria and elsewhere in the arab world helps us gain a critical and historical perspective on sectarianism foreign invasions conflict resolution western
interventionism and nationalist tropes of reconciliation

Syrian Identity in the Greco-Roman World

2013-07-25

this book proposes a new means of identifying how greek and syrian identities were expressed in the hellenistic and roman near east

The Druze Community and the Lebanese State

2014-07-11

one of the fundamental questions of middle eastern and lebanese studies in particular is the history of the relationship between the druze community and the state
in modern lebanon arguing that the druze community has been politically alienated from the lebanese state this book explores the historical and political origins of
this alienation the druze community and the lebanese state contends that the origins of this alienation lie in the state s national ideology its political confessional
system and the druze s historical background during the medieval period moreover this book examines the extent to which the druze s attitude vis à vis the
lebanese state has been influenced by their historical rivalry with the maronites particular emphasis is placed on the political and ideological practices adopted by the
druze leadership and intelligentsia as they dealt with the changes taking place in their community s political status following the political settlements of 1920 and
1943 the establishment of greater lebanon and the national pact respectively a welcome addition to existing literature on lebanon this book will be an essential



reference tool for students and researchers with an interest in nationalism identity and middle east politics more broadly

The Ottoman Middle East

2013-11-21

this collection of articles discusses various political social cultural and economic aspects of the ottoman middle east by using various textual and visual documents
produced in the ottoman empire the collection offers new insights into the matrix of life during the long period of ottoman rule the different parts of the volume
explore the main topics studied by amnon cohen ottoman palestine egypt and the fertile crescent under ottoman rule ottoman jews and their relations with the
surrounding societies and various social aspects of ottoman societies

Multiculturalism and Minority Rights in the Arab World

2014-03-20

since the arab spring arab states have become the new front line in the struggle for democratization and for open societies as the experience of other regions has
shown one of the most significant challenges facing democratization relates to minority rights this book explores how minority claims are framed and debated in the
region and in particular how political actors draw upon re interpret or resist both the new global discourses of minority rights and more local traditions and practices
of co existence the contributors examine a range of pre colonial colonial and post colonial factors that shape contemporary minority politics in the arab world and that
encumber the reception of international norms of multiculturalism these factors include the contested legacies of islamic doctrines of the dhimmi and the ottoman
millet system colonial era divide and rule strategies and post colonial arab nation building while these legacies complicate struggles for minority rights they do not
entail an arab exceptionalism to global trends to multiculturalism this volume explores a number of openings for new more pluralistic conceptions of nationhood and
citizenship and suggests that minority politics at its best can serve as a vehicle for a more general transformative politics supporting a broader culture of democracy
and human rights and challenging older authoritarian clientalistic or patriarchal political tendencies the chapters include both broad theoretical and historical
perspectives as well as more focused case studies including western sahara morocco algeria israel palestine sudan united arab emirates and iraq

The Middle East and the Making of the Modern World

2017-08-28

cyrus schayegh s socio spatial history traces how a eurocentric world economy and european imperialism molded the middle east from the mid nineteenth to mid
twentieth century building on this case he shows that the making of the modern world is best seen as the reciprocal transformation of cities regions states and global
networks



Freemasonry in the Ottoman Empire

2015-01-30

the network of freemasons and masonic lodges in the middle east is an opaque and mysterious one and is all too often seen within the area as a vanguard for
western purposes of regional domination but here dorothe sommer explains how freemasonry in greater syria at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the
twentieth century actually developed a life of its own promoting local and regional identities she stresses that during the rule of the ottoman empire freemasonry
was actually one of the first institutions in what is now syria and lebanon which overcame religious and sectarian divisions indeed the lodges attracted more
participants such as the members of the trad and yaziji family khaireddeen abdulwahab hassan bayhum alexander barroudi and jurji yanni than any other society or
fraternity freemasonry in the ottoman empire analyses the social and cultural structures of the masonic network of lodges and their interconnections at a pivotal
juncture in the history of the ottoman empire making it invaluable for researchers of the history of the middle east

Modern Arabic Literature

2017-06-02

the study of arabic literature is blossoming this book provides a comprehensive theoretical framework to help research this highly prolific and diverse production of
contemporary literary texts based on the achievements of historical poetics in particular those of russian formalism and its theoretical legacy this framework offers
flexible transparent and unbiased tools to understand the relevant contexts within the literary system the aim is to enhance our understanding of arabic literature
throw light on areas of literary production that traditionally have been neglected and stimulate others to take up the fascinating challenge of mapping out and
exploring them

Shattered Dreams of Revolution

2014-10-15

a study of the 1908 young turk revolution from the perspectives of arabs armenians and jews the ottoman revolution of 1908 is a study in contradictions a positive
manifestation of modernity intended to reinstate constitutional rule yet ultimately a negative event that shook the fundamental structures of the empire opening
up ethnic religious and political conflicts shattered dreams of revolution considers this revolutionary event to tell the stories of three important groups arabs
armenians and jews the revolution raised these groups expectations for new opportunities of inclusion and citizenship but as post revolutionary festivities ended
these euphoric feelings soon turned to pessimism and a dramatic rise in ethnic tensions the undoing of the revolutionary dreams could be found in the very
foundations of the revolution itself inherent ambiguities and contradictions in the revolution s goals and the reluctance of both the authors of the revolution and the
empire s ethnic groups to come to a compromise regarding the new political framework of the empire ultimately proved untenable the revolutionaries had never
been wholeheartedly committed to constitutionalism thus constitutionalism failed to create a new understanding of ottoman citizenship grant equal rights to all



citizens and bring them under one roof in a legislative assembly today as the middle east experiences another set of revolutions these early lessons of the ottoman
empire of unfulfilled expectations and ensuing discontent still provide important insights into the contradictions of hope and disillusion seemingly inherent in
revolution praise for shattered dreams of revolution the sad fate of revolutions from moments of euphoria and hope through the descent into authoritarianism has
seldom been told as persuasively as in this unique book bedross der matossian offers the stories of three peoples armenians arabs and jews who greeted the 1908
young turk revolution with joy and optimism only to find their expectations of liberation and modernity quickly turn into disillusion and brutal bloodletting ronald
grigor suny the university of michigan bedross der matossian explains with new historical evidence why and how the young turk revolution ultimately failed to
attract armenians jews and arabs to its cause he makes a genuine contribution to our understanding of ethno religious conflict and nationalism suggesting interesting
parallels with the failings of today s middle east revolutions philip s khoury massachusetts institute of technology a masterly account of the young turk revolution
few scholars have devised such a stimulating and a multivocal framework for understanding the post 1908 realities that shaped the last ottoman decade eyal ginio
the hebrew university of jerusalem

Utopia and Civilization in the Arab Nahda

2020-01-16

examines the nahda a cultural renaissance in the arab world through the utopian visions of arab intellectuals during the nineteenth century

Islam and Muslims in Victorian Britain

2023-11-16

jamie gilham collates the work of leading and emerging scholars of islam in britain christian muslim relations and victorian studies to offer fresh perspectives on
islam and muslims in victorian britain the contributors reveal 19th century attitudes and beliefs about islam and muslims to demonstrate the plurality of approaches
and representations of islam in britain s past also bringing to life the stories and voices of early muslim settlers and converts to islam this book examines the lived
experience of muslims in the victorian period sources include political and academic writings literature travelogues the press and other forms of popular culture
intersectional themes include religion and religiosity race and ethnicity gender class citizenship empire and imperialism and prejudice discrimination and resilience

The Routledge History of Happiness

2024-05-09

unmatched in originality breadth and scope the routledge history of happiness features chapters that explore the history anthropology and psychology of happiness
across the globe through a chronological approach that ranges from the classical and postclassical to the twenty first century this volume balances intellectual history
treatments and wider efforts to deal with relevant popular culture and experience including consumerism it explores how and why the history of happiness has



emerged in recent decades as well as psychological and social science approaches to happiness with a history of how relevant psychological research has unfolded
chapters examine early cultural traditions concerning happiness including material on buddhist and chinese traditions and how they continue to influence ideas
about happiness in the present day overall each section emphasises wide geographical coverage with particular attention paid to east asia latin america europe russia
and africa the routledge history of happiness is of great use to all undergraduates postgraduates and scholars interested in the global history of emotions

Muḥammad ʿAbduh and His Interlocutors: Conceptualizing Religion in a Globalizing World

2019-01-04

in muḥammad ʿabduh and his interlocutors conceptualizing religion in a globalizing world ammeke kateman offers an account of muḥammad ʿabduh s islamic
reformism in a globalizing and diverse world

Grounded Identities

2019-07-15

grounded identities territory and belonging in the medieval and early modern middle east and mediterranean explores attachment to lands in the pre modern
islamicate world and the theoretical and long term implications of land based senses of belonging

Remapping the Ottoman Middle East

2015-12-18

as a result of the formation of the modern turkish state nationalist narratives of the ottoman empire s collapse are commonplace remapping the ottoman middle east
on the other hand examines alternative and disparate routes to modernity during the nineteenth century pursuing a comparison of different regions of the empire
this book demonstrates that the ottoman imperial universe was shaped by three distinct and simultaneous narratives market relations in its coastal areas imperial
bureaucracy in the cities of central anatolia syria and palestine and islamic trust networks in the frontier regions of the arabian peninsula in weaving together these
localized developments cem emrence departs from narratives of state centralism and suggests that a comprehensive way of understanding the late ottoman world
and its legacy should start from exploring regionally constituted and network based historical trajectories introducing a persuasive new model for understanding the
late ottoman world this book will be essential reading for historians of the ottoman empire

Empire of Salons

2022-03-29



a history of the ottoman incorporation of arab lands that shows how gentlemanly salons shaped culture society and governance historians have typically linked
ottoman imperial cohesion in the sixteenth century to the bureaucracy or the sultan s court in empire of salons helen pfeifer points instead to a critical but
overlooked factor gentlemanly salons pfeifer demonstrates that salons exclusive assemblies in which elite men displayed their knowledge and status contributed as
much as any formal institution to the empire s political stability these key laboratories of ottoman culture society and politics helped men to build relationships and
exchange ideas across the far flung ottoman lands pfeifer shows that salons played a central role in syria and egypt s integration into the empire after the conquest of
1516 17 pfeifer anchors her narrative in the life and network of the star scholar of sixteenth century damascus badr al din al ghazzi d 1577 and she reveals that arab
elites were more influential within the empire than previously recognized their local knowledge and scholarly expertise competed with and occasionally even
outshone that of the most powerful officials from istanbul ultimately ottoman culture of the era was forged collaboratively by arab and turkophone actors alike
drawing on a range of arabic and ottoman turkish sources empire of salons illustrates the extent to which magnificent gatherings of ottoman gentlemen contributed
to the culture and governance of empire

German Religious Women in Late Ottoman Beirut

2015-04-14

in german religious women in late ottoman beirut competing missions julia hauser offers a critical analysis of the german protestant kaiserswerth deaconesses
establishment in late ottoman beirut as situated within the larger field of educational development in the city

Studying Modern Arabic Literature

2015-04-14

this book is devoted to the life and academic legacy of mustafa badawi who transformed the study of modern arabic literature in the second half of the 20th century

The Origins of the Lebanese National Idea

2013-01-19

in this fascinating study carol hakim presents a new and original narrative on the origins of the lebanese national idea hakim s study reconsiders conventional
accounts that locate the origins of lebanese nationalism in a distant legendary past and then trace its evolution in a linear and gradual manner she argues that while
some of the ideas and historical myths at the core of lebanese nationalism appeared by the mid nineteenth century a coherent popular nationalist ideology and
movement emerged only with the establishment of the lebanese state in 1920 hakim reconstructs the complex process that led to the appearance of fluid national
ideals among members of the clerical and secular lebanese elite and follows the fluctuations and variations of these ideals up until the establishment of a lebanese
state the book is an essential read for anyone interested in the evolution of nationalism in the middle east and beyond



Printing Arab Modernity

2016-05-30

printing arab modernity presents printed books and pamphlets as important sites for visual material and cultural analysis in nineteenth century beirut during a time
of an emerging arab modernity

Ibn 'Asakir of Damascus

2021-08-05

ali ibn asakir 1105 1176 was one of the most renowned experts on hadith and islamic history in the medieval era his was a tumultuous time centuries of shi i rule
had not long ended in central syria rival warlords sought control of the capital and crusaders had captured jerusalem seeking the unification of syria and egypt and
the revival of sunnism in both ibn asakir served successive muslim rulers including nur al din and saladin and produced propaganda against both the christian
invaders and the shi is this together with his influential writings and his advocacy of major texts helped to lay the foundations for the eventual sunni domination of
the levant a domination which continues to this day

American Arabesque

2012-06-11

part of the american literatures initiative series american arabesque examines representations of arabs islam and the near east in nineteenth century american
culture arguing that these representations play a significant role in the development of american national identity over the century revealing largely unexplored
exchanges between these two cultural traditions that will alter how we understand them today moving from the period of america s engagement in the barbary
wars through the holy land travel mania in the years of jacksonian expansion and into the writings of romantics such as edgar allen poe the book argues that not
only were arabs and muslims prominently featured in nineteenth century literature but that the differences writers established between figures such as moors
bedouins turks and orientals provide proof of the transnational scope of domestic racial politics drawing on both english and arabic language sources berman contends
that the fluidity and instability of the term arab as it appears in captivity narratives travel narratives imaginative literature and ethnic literature simultaneously
instantiate and undermine definitions of the american nation and american citizenship

Syria Speaks

2014-06-16



in syria culture has become a critical line of defence against tyranny syria speaks is a celebration of a people determined to reclaim their dignity freedom and self
expression it showcases the work of over fifty artists and writers who are challenging the culture of violence in syria their literature poems and songs cartoons
political posters and photographs document and interpret the momentous changes that have shifted the frame of reality so drastically in syria moving and inspiring
syria speaks is testament to the courage creativity and imagination of the syrian people syria speaks is a remarkable achievement and a remarkable book a wise
courageous imaginative and beautiful response to all that is ugly in human behaviour this extraordinary anthology gives a voice to those we may have forgotten or
whom we may classify as simply passive and silent victims the people shown living dreaming and speaking here are far more than victims and only silent if we
refuse to hear them a l kennedy an extraordinary collection revealing a dynamic and exciting culture in painful transition a culture where artists are really making
a difference you need to read this book brian eno

The Economy as an Issue in the Middle Eastern Press

2008

this volume comprises papers delivered at the sixth meeting of the conference series history of the press in the middle east which was held in nicosia cyprus from
may 19 to may 23 2004 the meeting was devoted to the theme the economy as an issue in the middle eastern press

Syria's Kurds

2008-08-29

jordi tejel presents combining different disciplines such as history sociology and anthropology a new understanding of the dynamics leading to the consolidation of a
kurdish minority awareness in contemporary syria the book explores in particular how conditions for a change in ethnic strategy from one of dissimulation to one of
visibility have emerged amongst syria s kurds

Minority Rights in the Middle East

2013-04-25

within the middle east there are a wide range of minority groups outside the mainstream religious and ethnic culture this book provides a detailed examination of
their rights as minorities within this region and their changing status throughout the twentieth and twenty first centuries the rights of minorities in the middle
east are subject to a range of legal frameworks having developed in part from islamic law and in recent years subject to international human rights law and
institutional frameworks the book examines the context in which minority rights operate within this conflicted region investigating how minorities engage with
or are excluded from various sites of power and how state practice in dealing with minorities often ostensibly based on islamic authority intersects with and informs
modern constitutionalism and international law the book identifies who exactly can be classed as a minority group analysing in detail the different religious and



ethnic minorities across the region the book also pays special attention to the plight of minorities who are spread between various states often as the result of conflict
it assesses the applicable domestic legislative instruments within the three countries investigated as case studies iraq syria and lebanon and highlights key domestic
remedies that could serve as models for ensuring greater social cohesion and greater inclusion of minorities in the political life of these countries

Freedom in the Arab World

2016-07-04

an examination of the concept of freedom in nineteenth century arabic political thought and how it relates to other modern ideologies

Critical Readings in the History of Christian Mission

2021-06-22

this selection of texts introduces students and researchers to the multi and interdisciplinary field of mission history the four parts of this book acquaint the readers
with methodological considerations and recurring themes in the academic study of the history of mission part one revolves around methods part two documents
approaches while parts three and four consist of thematic clusters such as mission and language medical mission mission and education women and mission mission
and politics and mission and art critical readings in the history of christian mission is suitable for course work and other educational purposes

Christian-Muslim Relations. A Bibliographical History Volume 16 North America, South-East Asia, China,
Japan, and Australasia (1800-1914)

2020-06-29

christian muslim relations a bibliographical history 16 is about relations between the two faiths in north america south east asia china japan and australasia from 1800
to 1914 it gives descriptions assessments and bibliographical details of all known works from this period

The Qurʾan, morality and critical reason

2009

this book presents the work and ideas of the syrian writer muhammad shahrur to the english speaking world shahrur is at the moment the most innovative
intellectual thinker in the arab middle east often described as the a martin luther of islam a tm he offers a liberal progressive reading of islam that aims to counter
the influences of religious fundamentalism and radical politics shahrura tm s innovative interpretation of the qura tm an offers groundbreaking new ideas based on



his conviction that centuries of historical islam including scholarship in the traditional islamic religious sciences have obscured or even obliterated the qura tm ana
tm s progressive and revolutionary message that message is one that has endured through each period of human history in which islam has existed encouraging
muslims to apply the most contemporary perspective available to interpret the qura tm ana tm s meaning
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